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“For the Second Day Respectively, Syrian Warplanes Target 

Khan Al Sheih Camp in Damascus City” 

 

 
   

 

 A Palestinian Young Man was killed in Syria 

  The continuation of water cut for a month and the power cut for 

more than a year and a half on the Yarmouk camp. 

 Unemployment is the most prominent problems that face the 

residents of Al Raml camp in Lathekia. 

 The Syrian Security arrested a Palestinian refugee. 

 “Passers through Death” A film for Aljazeera that talks about the 

tragedy of the Death Boats. 

 

The destruction Khan Al Sheih Camp 
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Victims 

The young man Wael Ahmed Abdulhaq from Handarat camp was killed in 

the ongoing clashes between the Opposition and the Regular army on 

Handarat camp front. It is mentioned that he is a member of Al Quds 

brigades, which is considered the most famous Palestinian brigade that is 

fighting beside the Syrian Regime in the western Aleppo fronts which 

witnesses heavy clashes since several days between the Opposition and 

the Regular Army. 

 

Recent Update 

For the second day respectively, Khan Al Shaih camp for the Palestinian 

refugees in Damascus city was exposed to bombing by the Syrian 

warplanes, where it targeted its eastern street. According to the Action 

Group correspondent from inside the camp, these heavy explosions 

rocked the camp afternoon. It was resulted in the bombing of the camp 

with explosive barrels that led to a number of wounded amongst the 

civilians in addition to the mass damages in the residents properties. 

Khan Al Shaih camp and the surrounding areas witness security tensions 

that was reflected on the living situations and led to close Zakia Road in 

Khan Al Shaih. 

 
The destruction Khan Al Sheih Camp 
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In Damascus, the water cut lasts on the besieged Yarmouk camp for more 

than 15 days, where the living crises that the residents suffer of are 

increasing in light of running out of most of food materials in addition to 

the power cut for more than a year and a half and the stop of all hospitals 

and bakeries. It is mentioned that there are 155 victims were killed 

because of the siege that is imposed by the Regular Army and the PFGC 

on the Yarmouk residents due to the shortage of food and medical care. 

In Lathekia, Al Raml camp residents complain of several economic crises, 

the spread of unemployment amongst residents is the most important 

problem. The tensed security situation that the camp and its surroundings 

and the spread of the security checkpoints and investigating the youth led 

to unemployment amongst them which increased the economic burden 

especially with the high prices of food supplies, the rent houses and the 

transportations. 

On the other hand, Al Jazeera Channel will show a film titled as 

“Passers from Death” where it talkes about the tragedy of the death 

boats sinking in the Mediterranean sea that the Palestinian and Syrian 

refugees form most of its victims. The film will be displayed within the 

program of “ Taht Al Mihjhar” on Wednesday 8/10/2014 at 17:05 

Mecca,14:05 GMT and it will be repeated on the following times:- 

Thursday 11/9/2014 at 10:05 am Mecca Time and on Saturday 13/9/2014 

at 05:05 am Mecca Time.  
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Arrest 

Mohammed Mahmoud Abdulhadi, Palestinian, was arrested by the Syrian 

security since two weeks in Jadeedat Al Fadel in Damascus city. It is 

mentioned that the number of the arrested Palestinian refugees in the 

Syrian prisons is 750 refugees since the beginning of the Syrian conflict 

till the end of September 2014, according to the documented statistics of 

the Action Group of the Palestinians of Syria. 

 

Civil Work Committees 

The Palestinians of Syria Committee distributed toys and gifts to the 

Palestinian refugee children who were displaced in the Turkish city of 

Mersin. It is mentioned that the number of Palestinian Syrian families in 

Mersin city is more than 70 families. 

 
Distributing toys and gifts to the Palestinian refugee children 


